
About the Designer:

Jonathan Charles Fine Furniture is the vision of Jonathan Sowter, an English
furniture designer who excels at the art of antique furniture design with a
contemporary twist. With an acute eye for the smallest details, Jonathan Charles’ 
skilled artisans employ classical, handcrafted techniques to create the most
visually-stunning and intricate designs.

Detroit Collection
Inspired by classic American automobiles, Fall 2013 sees the addition of tables, benches and chairs 
with sleek Hyedua wood veneers, buttery soft leather upholstery, and steel details - vintage 1950s 
charm at its finest.

Jonathan Charles introduces standout pieces from each collection: Detroit Collection,
Windsor Collection, Stiletto Collection, Artisan Collection, Huntingdon Collection,
Cosmo Collection.

Windsor Collection
Napoleon III-era France inspires the latest additions to the equally regal and tasteful Windsor 
Collection, from the versatile Napoleon Writing / Vanity Table with hand-carved hidden drawers to 
the exquisite Serpentine Bench.

Stiletto Collection
Inspired by the work of Surrealist sculptor Alberto Giacometti, the Stiletto Collection features 
brass “stiletto” legs and accents, painted and coated in antique finishes.  

Huntingdon Collection
European country style antiques inspire the latest additions to the rustic-refined Huntingdon 
Collection, employing distressed walnut and iron for a number of timeless new pieces. 

Artisan Collection
Distinguished by decorative hardware set on lush veneers in soft hues, the Artisan Collection is 
at once fantastical and romantic.

Cosmo Collection
Inspired by the avant-garde designs of 1920s France, the latest additions to the Cosmo Collection 
use patinated, lacquered brass and glass with sharp angles and dynamic lines.

Fall 2013 New Introductions

494857 - Detroit Bench

494872 - Detroit Desk Chair

495008 - Napoleon Writing/ 
Vanity Table

495010 - Black Painted
Serpentine Bench

495002 - Napoleon Bench

495025 - Stiletto Wine Table

495016 - Huntingdon Round Side Table

495035 - Falling Leaves Drinks Cabinet

495013 - Modernist Console

495024 - Stiletto End Table

494851 - Martini Table


